














Goal

Classify games based on their aims and user 
motivations

Define a set of metrics to compare games with similar 
aims

Adapt existing metrics to learn from the games 
industry (serious games, F2P, etc)



Classify games based on their aims and user 
motivations

What are the differences between a 

crowdsourcing game and an educational game?



Crowdsourcing Educational

Aim Collect data Educate users

Developer 
motivation

Convert an existing task for 
crowd

Teach/educate

Player motivation Financial, social, personal Personal (learning)

Task Somewhat defined 
(annotation scheme for 
language)

Clearly defined (based on reading 
levels)

Progression Somewhat defined (based 
on document difficulty)

Clearly defined (based on reading 
levels)

Solution Some gold standard for 
training

Solutions known and presented 
to help learner

Learning Side product Direct product





Player Metrics

Cost per Acquisition (CpA)

Lifetime Judgements (LTJ)

Average Judgements per Person (AJpP)

Average Lifetime Play (ALP)

Metrics to understand the interaction between the 
player, the platform and outside activity (eg 

advertising) over given time periods.



Cost per Acquisition (CpA)

Cost to get a player to start playing the game

CpA = Advertising budget / New users

Spillover effect? 

Viral games?

New vs active users? 



Lifetime Judgements (LTJ)

=Customer Lifetime Value (CTV)

CTV = Revenue generated - CpA

LTJ = Total contribution to the game

Monetary value of contribution?

Time span between plays?

Same user, different accounts?



Average Judgements/Person (AJpP)

=Average Revenue Per User (ARPU)

ARPU = Total revenue / Total active users

AJpP = Average Judgements per Player

= Total judgements / Total active players

Account for Zipfian distribution of work?



Average Lifetime Play (ALP)

ALP = How long players continue to contribute

What is the definition of lifetime?

Contribution time vs actual time





Whales vs Minnows
Ranked contribution in Phrase Detectives 



Whales vs Minnows
Ranked contribution on social media groups



Whales vs Minnows
Ranked revenue on mobile games

https://www.swrve.com/images/uploads/whitepapers/swrve-monetization-report-
2016.pdf?utm_source=blog&utm_,edium=organic





Community Metrics

Monthly Active Users (MAU)

Number of users who contribute in a calendar month. 
Definition of “active” varies.

Retention / Churn

Percentage of players who continue to play / 
Percentage of players who stop playing









Item Metrics

Cost per Judgement (CpJ)

Judgements Required (JR)

Cost per Item (CpI)

Throughput

Metrics indicating the overall performance of the 
system



Cost per Judgement (CpJ)

CpJ = Cost to get a useful contribution from a player

Financial cost of engagement, eg prizes

Ongoing cost of project (researchers, hosting, etc)



Judgements Required (JR)

JR = How many useful judgements are required to 
complete an item

Wastage from spam, training, attention slips

Aggregation method used

Difficulty of item compared to skill of players



Cost per Item (CpI)

CpI = Cost of to completely annotate an item

CpI = CpJ * JR

Headline figure to estimate cost of complete corpus 

Comparable across games, adjusting for size of data 
collection



Throughput

Throughput = Speed of data collection

= Number of completed items per hour

Von Ahn defined the headline figure but not the 
distribution

Time to complete items will vary by difficulty and 
crowd skill













15.12  M: we’re gonna take the engine E3

15.13     : and shove it over to Corning

15.14     : hook [it] up to [the tanker car]

15.15     : _and_

15.16     : send it back to Elmira

(from the TRAINS-91 dialogues collected at the University 

of Rochester)











Name Age Employment Personality Motivation Interface Social We must We must not Bartle 
type

Chris 
Gelhead

18 Student Extroverted, 
sporty

Needs to be 
thrilled, likes 
team play

phone, 
tablet

yes engage quickly; 
quick 
progression and 
mastery; 
exciting 
gameplay

frustration; 
ask for 
registration 
details

KS

Hector 
Lector

29 Tax inspector Unfullfilled, 
restless, 
trapped

Freedom, 
duty

phone, 
tablet, 
laptop

no allow him to be 
creative; 
appreciate his 
efforts; make 
him feel liked

boss him 
around; give 
boring tasks

S

Hailey 
Bailey

37 Programmer Focused, 
controlled

Provision for 
future, 
family, work

phone, 
tablet, 
laptop

some give short bursts 
of gameplay that 
can be 
abandoned 
without 
consequence

dumb down, 
she likes a 
challenge

A

Mr Bank 40 City Regular, 
commutes

play games 
on the train

phone, 
tablet

no low entry 
hurdles; no 
sound

make it too 
challenging, 
make sessions 
too long

A

Sophie 
King

28 Entry level 
assistant

Grammar 
buff, lots of 
downtime, 
pedantic, 
grammar nazi

helpful, 
prove she 
knows her 
onions, 
maybe make 
extra money

all yes player ranking, 
collectables, 
short sessions, 
interact with 
other players

everybody 
wins, reward 
quantity over 
quality, 
remove 
competitive 
elements form 
game

AS






